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ABSTRACT: The alignment between the energy levels of the
constituents of an organic solar cell plays a central role in
determining the open-circuit voltage. However, tuning the
energy levels of electrodes and/or active components via
molecular modifiers placed at interfaces is not straightforward.
The morphology of organic materials is commonly controlled by
the substrate onto which they are deposited, and differences in
morphology often lead to differences in energetics. Such a change
in morphology may reduce the effect of surface modifications, as
the modified surface is part of an interface with the organic
material. Here we show, in an experimental model system, that by
using binary molecular monolayers, in which dipolar molecules
are buried in a protective nonpolar matrix, we can transform
changes in the electrode surface dipole into interface dipole changes without significantly affecting the growth of pentacene onto the
molecular layer, thus enabling the use of the full range of dipolar-induced open-circuit-voltage tuning.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Organic semiconducting materials (OSC) are attractive for use
in optoelectronic devices like solar cells, as these materials are
potentially low cost, readily available, and can be made by
simple processing. Also, the fabrication techniques for OSC-
based devices are relatively straightforward, making such cells
also attractive in terms of “green compliance”. As the exciton
binding energy in OSCs can be hundreds of meV,1 solid-state
OSC-based solar cells often combine organic absorbers with
other organic or inorganic semiconductors to separate the
photogenerated excitons into quasi-free charge carriers. Often it
is the organic/organic or organic/inorganic interface that plays
a pivotal role in the solar cell performance, and particularly in
the open-circuit voltage (Voc). In organic photovoltaic cells,
whether polymer/fullerene bulk heterojunctions or planar
heterojunctions, Voc depends on a variety of factors that
influence charge recombination. In particular, Voc depends on
the energetics of the charge-transfer states, formed between the
electron donor (D) and electron acceptor (A) materials,2−5

which primarily depends on the energy difference between the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the electron-
donor and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
of the electron-acceptor. Therefore, increasing the Voc requires
proper matching of electronic levels of the materials
involved,6−13 quantities that can be measured either directly

via photoemission, or deduced from other measurements.
Nearly three decades of progress in organic photovoltaic cells
have produced a variety of electron donor materials. However,
the choice of electron transporting materials, whether organic
materials as electron acceptors, or metal-oxides like TiO2 and
ZnO as electron collectors, remains comparatively limited.
Therefore, the optimal energy alignment is sometimes compro-
mised in favor of other considerations such as morphology and
processability.
A dipole layer at the interface between donor and acceptor

can shift the local vacuum level,14 and impose a relative shift
between the HOMO (D) and the LUMO (A), which can relax
the requirements for the selection of D−A couples to optimize
the Voc,

15−17 thus broadening the range of usable materials.
Tada et al.13 showed that tailor-made D and A molecules can be
used at interfaces to control the Voc of a cell. A noticeable
drawback of this approach is that the presence of an interlayer
affects not only the energy alignment, but also the morphology
of the organic materials.18−21 The morphology, in turn,
determines bulk properties that are relevant for photovoltaic
activity, such as absorbance, charge mobility,18 and even the
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ionization potential of the material.22−24 Many groups used
surface modifications of substrate and contact materials, such as
indium tin oxide25 and ZnO,26 to control the morphology of
bulk heterojunction cells and, thus, the solar cell parameters.
For solar cells with planar configuration of active materials,
pentacene is one of the most widely used electron donors.
Pentacene was extensively studied in terms of the effect of its
morphology on the performance of organic solar cells27,28 and
organic field effect transistors.29 As the organic film growth on
(semi)conducting surfaces can give rise to change in energetics
of the surface, it is important to know the evolution of the
energetics on a surface that is already modified. Knowledge
regarding the microscopic origin of the change can help to
prepare better monolayers, to harness the maximum possible
effect from dipolar molecular monolayers. Controlling the
energetics at the active interface while maintaining or inducing
the desired morphology can be a key factor in OSC-based
optoelectronic device performance.
In this work, we show the use of silane-based binary molecular

monolayers (MMs) as a pathway to decoupling the interface

energetics and the morphology of the constituent phases. Silane-
based MMs form a 2D network on the surface,30,31 requiring much
less binding sites per unit surface area than carboxylate-,
phosphonate-, or thiol-based MMs, which require at least one
binding site per molecule. Therefore, silanes can provide a route
for modifying surfaces with low density of binding sites because of
nonuniformity, or multiple crystallographic facets. The MMS are
composed of short molecules with positive or negative polar head
groups, embedded in a protective matrix of longer molecules with
fixed weak dipole (alkyl chains, in our case). Using a model system
with pentacene as electron donor and crystalline SIC as acceptor,
we show how a binary monolayer at the active D/A interface
enables the tuning of the energetics of a pentacene/SiC junction,
while minimizing morphological effects on the pentacene layer,
grown onto the MMs that contain different dipolar molecules.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Preparation. The ⟨0001⟩ surface of n-type 6H-SiC single

crystal substrate were hydroxylated by repeated cycles of O2 plasma
oxidation and etching with hydrofluoric acid.32

The SiC was functionalized with self-assembled monolayers of
propyl-silanes with either of two polar head groups: 3,3,3-(trifluoro-
propyl)trimethoxy-silane (FPTMS) was used to induce a negative
dipole and amino-propyl-trimethoxy-silane (APTMS) to induce a
positive dipole.33

The conditions and duration of the incubation of the samples were
optimized to obtain monolayers of a single component, i.e., unary MM
samples. For binary MMs, the incubation was stopped at shorter times,
when an average thickness of ∼70% of that of a monolayer was
reached, as measured by ellipsometer (see below), before the APTMS
or FPTMS molecules reach full coverage. Next, the sample was
immersed in a solution of octyl-trimethoxy-silane (OTMS) solution, to
fill the unoccupied sites. Further details on sample preparation are
given in the Supporting Information (SI). MMs of hexyl-trimethoxy-
silane (HTMS) and full-coverage OTMS were used as references.

Following MM deposition, the samples were heated to 80 °C under
vacuum of <4 × 10−6 Torr. To follow the evolution of the surface work
function (Φ), pentacene was deposited at a rate of 0.1−0.5 Å/s to a final
thickness of 2 nm for photoemission measurements or 5 nm for Kelvin
probe measurements (see description below). On several points along the

Table 1. Summary of the Surface Work Function of the
Functionalized SiC before and after Depositing Pentacene of
Nominal Thickness of 2 nma and the Open Circuit Voltages
of the Devices Built with the Respective Monolayers

Φ
(eV)
binary
MM

Φ (eV)
binary MM

+
pentacene

Voc
[mV]
binary
MM

Φ
(eV)
unary
MM

Φ (eV)
Unary MM

+
pentacene

Voc
(mV)
unary
MM

OTMS
\HTMS

4.0 3.8 420 4.0 3.8 400

APTMS 3.7 3.5 500 3.7 3.7 430
FPTMS 4.3 4.1 310 4.4 4.1 300
range 0.6 0.6 190 0.7 0.4 70
aThe values are averaged over 3 to 7 sets of UPS and CPD
measurements. All work function values are given with ±0.1 eV
certainty level, and all Voc values with certainty level better than
10 mV.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of grafting of different type of monolayers. In the case of mixed monolayers, the dipole-forming molecules (with
X as headgroup) are masked by the longer alkyl chains.
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deposition process, the samples were moved from the evaporation
chamber to a measurement chamber under vacuum or inert atmosphere.
For device fabrication, a layer of 70 nm of pentacene was evaporated

at a rate of 1−3 Å/s. A thin, 10 nm, film of gold was evaporated onto
the pentacene through a shadow mask, to form a semitransparent top
contact. The transparency of the evaporated contacts was over 80%
across the visible spectrum.
Sample Characterization. The surface hydrophobicity was

measured using the static water contact angle technique (SWCA).
The surface hydrophobicity provides a rough estimation of the monolayer
surface coverage, as the hydroxylated SiC is highly hydrophilic, with
SWCA < 15°. The coverage of the monolayers was further verified by

deducing their (optical) thickness from ellipsometry data, obtained with a
spectroscopic ellipsometer (Woollam), and comparing the obtained values
to the results from theoretical calculations, assuming all-trans
configurations for the molecules.

The packing of the OTMS component in the binary and unary
MMs was assessed with the help of Fourier-Transform IR spectros-
copy in the attenuated total reflection mode, with a Germanium
crystal, using the frequency of the CH2 stretching mode. Because the
<1700 cm−1 region is obscured due to the phonon mode of SiC, the
presence of the functional head groups in the MMs was confirmed
using X-ray photoemission spectroscopy.

To verify the homogeneity of the mixed monolayer, we scanned the
monolayer-covered surface using an atomic force microscope (AFM)
in the dynamic mode, and a Kelvin probe force microscope (KPFM)
in an amplitude-modulated dual frequency mode.

The surface work function and the pentacene HOMO edge were
measured using UV photoemission spectroscopy (UPS). Relative work
function values were additionally obtained from contact potential differences
(CPD), measured by macroscopic Kelvin probe in inert atmosphere.

The current−voltage characteristics of the solar cells were measured
using a halogen light source, which was passed through a 530 nm long-
pass filter to avoid any absorption by the 3 eV band gap SiC. The final
illumination intensity was 30 mW/cm2.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Energy Level Evolution & Morphology. The adsorption
of an OTMS MM on SiC does not alter the work function of
the semiconductor, found to be 4.0 eV on the initial, hydro-
xylated32 surface. This implies that the Si−O−Si bond formation
between SiC and the silane anchoring group chain does not change
the surface dipole from the one corresponding to the OH-
termination of the surface. However, the adsorption of a molecules
with the same anchoring group and an electron-withdrawing

Figure 2. Work function of pentacene grown on SiC functionalized
with unary FPTMS and APTMS MMs as the film becomes thicker.
The work function was measured using a Kelvin probe under inert
atmosphere. Above 20 Å, the change in work function is insignificant,
within instrumental error.

Figure 3. Scanning electron microscope micrographs of surfaces that are partially covered with pentacene on SiC, functionalized with MM of (a)
unary APTMS, (b) binary APTMS, (c) unary FPTMS, and (d) binary FPTMS. The dark areas are the pentacene grains. The decrease in grain size is
apparent in both types of MM, being more pronounced on the APTMS. The nominal pentacene thickness is 4 nm, which is an average measurement
over a large area, containing patches with stacks of 1−3 molecules and empty (molecule-free) areas.
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(−CF3) or electron-donating (−NH2) headgroup, replacing the
(−CH3) headgroup of the alkyl chain, does change the surface
dipole with respect to the unmodified surface, as measured for the
APTMS- and FPTMS-modified surfaces. This change is observed
as a change in the CPD and a shift of the low-binding energy
onset of the UPS signal. As seen in Table 1, the three unary (single
component) MM-modified surfaces span a work function range
of 0.7 eV. Deposition of pentacene on top of the MM further
changes the surface work function. As seen in Figure 2, a sharp
change occurs at pentacene thicknesses as small as 5 Å, suggesting
the formation of a dipole. We observe an increase of Φ for the
pentacene on APTMS-terminated surface, and a decrease of Φ for
the pentacene FPTMS-terminated surfaces. Both the negative and
positive interface dipoles are reduced with respect to the dipoles
formed on the free surface. The work function continues to
change as the first few monolayers are being deposited. After
deposition of 20 Å of pentacene, no significant further change is
observed, within the experimental errors of either the CPD or the
UPS (cf. Figure S3 in the Supporting Information) measurements.
Consequently, the effective work function range is reduced to
0.4 eV, for pentacene of 2 nm nominal thickness (cf. Table 1).
Moreover, the differences in the energy level alignments between

the three MMs are accompanied by morphological differences in
the deposited pentacene films. Scanning electron microscope
micrographs show that the growth pattern of pentacene on the
hydrophilic APTMS-covered surface (Figure 3a) with SWCA of 54
± 1° is considerably different than the pattern of pentacene grown
on the hydrophobic FPTMS-covered one (Figure 3c) with SWCA
of 92 ± 1°. AFM topographical profiles further show the difference
in the shape of the pentacene grains (nominal thickness 2 nm)
formed on the two surfaces (Figure 4). The individual grains that

were grown on the APTMS MM are higher and narrower than the
ones on the FPTMS-covered surfaces. We note that a dendritic
growth pattern of pentacene on a hydrophilic surface, such as the
APTMS-functionalized SiC, was previously shown to result from
dewetting if the sample was stored under vacuum34 or if it was
heated during or after deposition.35 Our films are grown at a
substrate temperature of 350 K and stored under vacuum for at
least 30 min prior to further measurement or processing. Therefore,
we can assume that the dewetting process is fully saturated, and
that AFM, scanning electron microscope and device character-
ization were all conducted on samples of equal morphology.

Hydrophobicity-dependent growth patterns of pentacene were
also reported on MM-functionalized SiO2,

18,19,36−38 as well as
on other surfaces.39

The reduction in the range of interface dipole can be
attributed to the change in the polarization of the pentacene,
via its polarizability dependence on the grain size and stacking
orientation. Such dependence of both magnitude and direction
of polarizability was predicted by calculations40,41 and
demonstrated experimentally.23,42,43

To reduce the effect of the polar head groups on the growth
morphology, we incorporate silanes with an octyl chain, to form
a binary MM. Because these are longer than the dipolar
molecules, the octyl chains separate the pentacene from the
functional head groups of the shorter propyl silanes.
Upon switching to the binary MM, we obtain two MMs of

similar hydrophobicity, with SWCA = 97 ± 1° for the
FPTMS:OTMS mixture and 90 ± 1° for the APTMS:OTMS
mixture. AFM and KPFM scans confirm that the binary mixture
is homogeneous down to the 20 nm lateral resolution of these
methods, i.e., no evidence for formation of segregated domains
is obtained (see Figures S1 and S2 in the Supporting
Information, and discussion therein). Figure 3b shows a film
of pentacene grown on a binary APTMS MM. The pentacene
grains lose most of their dendritic appearance, and become
more similar in shape to the grains of pentacene grown on
binary FPTMS MM (Figure 3d), as expected from the

Figure 4. Individual grain of pentacene on SiC, functionalized with
either an MM of unary APTMS or of FPTMS. The pentacene film was
deposited simultaneously on both the samples.

Figure 5. UPS He I spectra of SiC with unary and binary MM of
APTMS and FPTMS before (solid lines) and after (dashed lines)
being covered by a pentacene layer with nominal thickness of 2 nm.
The secondary electron cutoff region is shown. The interface dipole
formation is evident from the downward shift of the cut-off energy
upon pentacene deposition on top of the hydrophobic MM, indicated
by the arrows. The hydrophilic unary APTMS MM does not show an
onset shift. The spectra were vertically shifted for clarity. Full spectra
appear in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information.
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increased similarity in hydrophobicity of the surfaces with both
types of binary MMs. The dipoles that develop at the binary
MM-modified SiC surface are lower than those at
the unary MM -modified one (cf. Table 1). We attribute the
decrease in dipole to the lower dipole concentration44,45 of the
polar propyl-silane component, and to the decay of the electric
field over the distance between the functional headgroup and the
outer surface of the binary MM, which is determined by the
OTMS (cf. Figure 1). This is in contrast to previously reported
results with binary MMs, where the reduction of surface dipole is
due of the existence of two competing dipoles.46 The work
function range of the modified SiC surface is thus reduced slightly
from 0.7 to 0.6 eV. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure
6, the shifts in UPS onset for the pentacene films, deposited both
on FPTMS- and on APTMS-based binary MMs, are not only in
the same direction, but also of the same magnitude, contrary to the
difference in magnitude of the shifts, found for pentacene on unary
MM (cf. Table 1). No change is seen in the span of the dipole-
induced Φ modulation of the free surface, when it is transformed
into an interface with pentacene. The resulting range of 0.6 eV in
Φ is thus 50% larger than the 0.4 eV observed for the samples built
on unary MM. Most important, the work function span translates
into a span of offsets between the pentacene HOMO and the
bottom of the SiC conduction band. The resulting energy offsets
are 1.6, 1.2, and 1.9 eV for OTMS-, FPTMS:OTMS-, and
APTMS:OTMS-covered SiC, respectively.

Effect of Energetics and Morphology on Photovoltaic
Cell. To illustrate the role of energetics at the interface, we
fabricated solar cells with the above-discussed interfaces. To
maintain the simplicity of our model system, we have not
included any additional components such as hole-blocking or
hole-transporting layers. The devices are thus nonoptimized
and give low current densities.
Figure 7a shows the current−voltage characteristics for

devices of pentacene grown on SiC functionalized with a binary
or unary MM. The range of Voc of devices with binary MM is
larger than that with unary MM, as indicated by the scale bars.
Additionally, the range of the Jsc is shown to decrease.
Figure 7b shows the change of the Voc of the junctions with

respect to the junction with an interlayer composed of nonpolar
molecules only. The MMs introduce a dielectric spacer between
the donor and acceptor material. As such, they may influence
charge transfer and charge recombination rates. To negate a
possible effect on the Voc stemming from the difference in
thickness between the binary and unary MM, we relate each
sample to a reference sample of equal MM thickness. OTMS
was used as a reference for binary MMs, and HTMS as a
reference for the unary MMs. For both unary-MM and binary-
MM based devices, the Voc increases with decreasing surface
work function. The modulation of the surface work function of
the binary-MM functionalized surfaces is nearly 0.2 eV lower
than that of the unary-MM functionalized surfaces. However,

Figure 6. Energy diagrams for the junctions of SiC and pentacene with interlayer of (a) binary FPTMS MM, (b) binary APTMS MM, and (c)
OTMS MM. On each diagram the surface work functions of the pristine SiC, and of the functionalized SiC before and after deposition of 2 nm of
pentacene are indicated by green arrows. The local vacuum level (VL), the Fermi level (EF), the conduction band minimum (CBM), valence band
maximum (VBM), HOMO and LUMO levels are also indicated. The red section of the VL line demonstrates how the vacuum level shifts in the same
direction (downward) for all three MMs.
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the modulation of the resulting Voc in the binary-MM based
devices is twice as large as that in the unary-MM based devices
(cf. Table 1 and Figure 7). We can attribute the increased
response to surface modification, to the increase in effective
range of energy difference between the conduction band
minimum of the SiC and the HOMO level of the pentacene.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how the use of mixed molecular monolayers
that separate the dipole-determining molecular head groups
from the organic absorber, can eliminate the unwanted and
often uncontrolled effect of dipolar surface layers on the
morphology of organic absorber film, grown on top of the
MMs. We demonstrated that the use of binary molecular
monolayers with buried dipoles minimizes this effect on the
morphology of pentacene overlayers. Most importantly, the use
of binary alkyl-silane monolayers with buried dipoles maintains

the dipole of the free functionalized surface throughout the
deposition of the organic overlayer, and enhances the tunability
of the open circuit voltage of a hybrid organic\inorganic solar
cell. Using the same molecules, the concept can be extended to
other substrates that can be silanized, such as ZnO47 or GaN48

that are more relevant to applications in hybrid photovoltaics or
hybrid field effect transistors. Further extensions with other
binding groups, such as carboxylates and phosphonates on
these and other semiconductors and contact materials, are also
feasible.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
*S Supporting Information
Details of monolayers grafting, monolayers’ homogeneity
characterization, supplementary spectroscopic measurements
and evolution of energy levels. This information is available free
of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.

Figure 7. (a) Current−voltage characteristics of pentacene/MM/SiC device structures using unary and binary monolayers. Each curve is the average
of 5−8 independent junctions on the same sample. The increase of Voc range and the decrease of Jsc range are indicated. (b) Change in the open-
circuit voltage of pentacene/MM/SiC device structures upon changing the surface work function, using either a unary or binary monolayers. The
error bars represent the range of Voc results. The linear regressions (dotted lines) emphasize how the slope becomes steeper upon switching from
unary to binary MM.
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■ ABBREVIATIONS
Φ surface work function
A (electron) acceptor
AFM atomic force microscope
APTMS aminopropyltrimethoxy silane
CPD contact potential difference
D (electron) donor
FPTMS 3,3,3 (trifluoropropyl)trimethoxysilane
HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital
HTMS hexyltriemethoxy silane
KPFM Kelvin Probe Force Microscope
LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
MM molecular monolayers
OCS organic semiconducting materials
OTMS octyltrimethoxysilane
SWCA static water contact angle
UPS ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy
Voc open-circuit-voltage
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